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What Do We Mean by Meaning Making? 
 
 
It’s a process of reading that engages readers in three different kinds of thinking: 
 
COMPREHENSION: Figuring out what a writer is saying explicitly or implicitly line 
by line, page by page. 
 
UNDERSTANDING: Connecting what we comprehend to interpret or understand the 
underlying ideas or themes. 
 
EVALUATION: Considering the worth or value of what we’ve come to understand. 
 
(Note that the process is not linear but recursive.) 
 
It also acknowledges that readers do different kinds of thinking in the beginning, middle 
and end of narratives because of the way texts operate, as Billy Collins looks at in his 
poem “Aristotle”: 
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Making the Shift to Teaching the Process of Meaning Making 
 

“If we teach today’s students as we taught yesterday’s, we rob them of 
tomorrow.” 

                                                                                                   ― John Dewey 
 

From . . .  To . . . 
The teaching of genre, decoding skills, 
fluency, vocabulary, literary elements, text 
structures and comprehension strategies. 
 
 
 
 
Explicitly modeling an articulated teaching 
point before asking students to try to trans-
fer and apply it to their own independent 
reading after only a brief moment of active 
engagement. 
 
Expecting students to practice one or more 
reading skill or strategy with ongoing 
scaffolding & support. 
 
 
Using the “To-With-By” (or “I-We-You”) 
approach to releasing responsibility to 
students. 
 
 
Assessing students’ mastery of strategies, 
skills and/or individual reading goals, which 
can reinforce a fixed mindset. 

 
 

Teaching students how readers enter a 
book knowing virtually nothing and end 
with some insightful thoughts about what 
the author might have been trying to 
show them about the human condition, 
life or the world. 
 
Setting students up to read strategically, 
drawing on and developing a range of 
strategies in order to figure out what the 
text means and/or what the author is 
trying to show them. 
 
Expecting students to strategically 
problem solve and think critically with 
less scaffold-ing & support—and often 
more productive struggle. 
 
Inverting “I/We/You” to “You/We/I” 
with students first thinking individually 
then collaborative with others and the 
teacher then noticing & naming what they 
did. 
 
Noticing and naming for students what 
they have done, which can help develop a 
growth or dynamic mindset. 

© 2014 Vicki Vinton, Literacy Consultant, http://tomakeaprairie.wordpress.com 
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WHAT Makes Texts Complex? HOW Readers Deal With That Complexity? 
Basic information (character/narrator’s names, 
relationships, setting, events, etc.) stated indirectly 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Shifts in time, setting, point of view, and/or plot 
lines are not explicitly noted 
 
 
 
 
Ideas and themes (including character development 
& motivations) are implicitly revealed through 
subtle changes in details (shown, not told) across a 
text 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Lots of unfamiliar vocabulary, figurative language, 
references, allusions and complex sentences 
 
 

Try to be aware of what you’re uncertain of 
 
See if you can ‘connect the dots’ to figure out (a.k.a., 
infer) what you’re unsure of or confused about 
 
Apply what you know about how dialogue, pronouns, 
paragraphs work to help you figure things out 
 
 
Try to be aware of what you’re uncertain of 
 
Look for small textual clues that might signal a shift 
(e.g., returning to a detail in the present moment of a 
story after a flashback) 
 
Ask why and how questions and use one or more as 
lines of inquiry to read forward and think backwards 
 
Notice patterns (words, details, sayings, images) 
 
Look for similarities or differences within patterns and 
consider what they might mean 
 
Connect patterns to see how they interact 
 
Look for places where patterns change, shift or break 
down and think about what the writer might be trying 
to show you 
 
Think about what the figurative language might figure 
(i.e., what it might connote) by brainstorming the 
attributes of the simile or metaphor 
 
See if you can figure out the gist of a sentence without 
the unknown words or try reading it first without the 
subordinate phrases/clauses and/or parenthetical 
asides then add those components back in (or not) 
 
Create space holders for words that you don’t know 
but seem potentially important (is the word referring 
to or describing a place, person, feeling, action?) 
 
See if you can connect other details in the text to 
figure out what you don’t know (i.e., use more 
sophisticated context clues) 

© 2013 Vicki Vinton http//tomakeaprairie.wordpress.com 
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Adapted from What Readers Really Do: Teaching the Process of Meaning Making 
© Vicki Vinton and Dorothy Barnhouse, Heinemann (2012) 

 
 
 
 
 

Rethinking How We Teach Reading #1 

What We Used to Do . . . What We Do Now . . . 

We used to pause in read-alouds to 
ask the students comprehension 
questions. 
 
 
We used to evaluate student 
responses in various overt and 
subtle ways (e.g., by saying 
“You’re right,” or “Let’s think 
about that more” if a student’s 
response seemed off-the-mark). 
 
We used to model our teaching 
point through our own thinking. 
 
 
We used to select read-aloud texts 
in order to teach particular reading 
strategies (e.g., we’d look for a 
text that was good to teach 
visualization or predicting) or to 
build community and engagement. 
 
We used to ask the students to do 
certain pre-reading activities (e.g., 
predict what the book was about 
based on the cover, read the back 
blurb, do a picture walk) as a 
matter of course. 

We orchestrate and facilitate 
experiences for students that allow 
them to pose and answer their own 
comprehension questions. 
 
We trust the process of reading to 
weed out unsupportable thinking or 
missteps, asking students instead, 
“What made you think that?” 
 
 
 
We draw on student thinking to 
model teaching points whenever we 
possibly can. 
 
We choose texts that invite students 
to experience both the deeper, most 
enduring reasons for reading and the 
drafting and revising process of 
meaning making. 
 
 
 
We think about how those pre-
reading activities do or don’t serve 
our larger purposes and often refrain 
from doing them in order to show 
students how to elicit information 
from the actual words in the text. 
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Rethinking How We Teach Reading #2 
What We Used to Do . . . What We Do Now . . . 

 
We used to prompt and lead 
students to see whatever we saw in 
a text. 
 
We used to frontload background 
information or ask the students to 
access their own background 
knowledge before reading a text as 
a matter of course. 
 
We used to use think-alouds to 
show students how readers use 
strategies to make meaning. 
 
We used to offer students one-size-
fits-all strategies for inferring. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
We used to ask students to make 
text-to-self, text-to-text, and text-to-
world connections as a matter of 
course. 
 

 
We follow students’ attention and lead 
to help them think more deeply about 
what they notice in a text. 
 
We give students the opportunity—
and the tools—to construct the world 
of the text from the details the author 
provides. 
 
 
We provide students with the tools 
and scaffolds to construct their own 
meaning instead of taking on ours. 
 
We offer customized strategies for 
inferring based on our understanding 
of the different reasons readers infer 
(e.g., to figure out the who, what, 
when, and where of a text and to draft 
an understanding of what kind of 
person a character is and what kinds 
of problems they face). 

 
We ask students to make connections 
within a text, knowing that texts are 
self-contained worlds that will answer 
many of the questions they raise. 
 

 
Adapted from What Readers Really Do: Teaching the Process of Meaning Making 

© Vicki Vinton and Dorothy Barnhouse, Heinemann (2012) 
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Rethinking How We Teach Reading #3 

What We Used to Do . . . What We Do Now . . . 

We used to ask students to reread 
to see what they missed.  
 
 
We used to teach students to find 
meaning in a text.  
 
We used to teach students 
strategies by telling them what to 
do when.  
 
 
 
 
We used to frontload our teaching 
of literary elements.  
 
 
 
We used to prompt student 
thinking with the idea that it 
would help them understand.  
 
 
 

We now ask students to think back to 
recognize patterns.  
 
 
We now teach students to make 
meaning in texts.  
 
We now try to teach our students to be 
strategic by setting up problem-solving 
experiences, listening carefully as they 
think and then noticing and naming 
their thinking and what that thinking 
allowed them to do. 
 
We allow understanding of literary 
elements to emerge as meaning emerges 
so their purposes and functions can be 
better understood. 
 
We see that those prompts created 
passive thinking that students weren’t 
internalizing, so we now try to scaffold 
their thinking instead. 

 

              Adapted from What Readers Really Do: Teaching the Process of Meaning Making  
   © Vicki Vinton and Dorothy Barnhouse, Heinemann (2012) 
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Rethinking How We Teach Reading #4 

What We Used to Do . . . What We Do Now . . . 

We used to ask students to reread to see 
what they missed.  
 
 
We used to teach students to find 
meaning in a text.  
 
We used to teach students strategies by 
telling them what to do when.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
We used to frontload our teaching of 
literary elements.  
 
 
 
We used to prompt student thinking 
with the idea that it would help them 
understand.  
 
 
 

We now ask students to think back to see 
if they recognize any patterns.  
 
 
We now teach students to make meaning 
in texts.  
 
We now try to teach our students to be 
strategic by setting up problem-solving 
experiences, listening carefully as they 
think and then noticing and naming their 
thinking and what that thinking allowed 
them to do. 
 
 
We allow understanding of literary 
elements to emerge as meaning emerges 
so their purposes and functions can be 
better understood. 
 
We see that those prompts created passive 
thinking that students weren’t 
internalizing, so we now try to scaffold 
their thinking instead. 

 

Adapted from What Readers Really Do: Teaching the Process of Meaning Making 
                                    © Vicki Vinton and Dorothy Barnhouse, Heinemann (2012) 
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Rethinking How We Teach Reading #5 
 

What We Used to Do . . . What We Do Now . . . 
 
We used to move from read-aloud to 
read-aloud without ever explicitly 
asking students what they were taking 
away from the text. 
 
We used to have students write 
responses or assignments without 
letting them first explore their 
thoughts through talk. 
 
We used to provide students with a 
menu of options for responding in 
writing to their reading without fully 
articulating—for ourselves or to 
them—our purposes. 
 
We used to model whatever strategy or 
task we asked of students with every 
mini-lesson. 
 
 
 

 
We make sure to devote time for 
evaluation in order to bring the process 
of reading and meaning making to its 
fullest and deepest end.  
 
We build in time for students to talk 
before assigning written work. 
 
 
 
We always try to align written 
assignments to authentic and meaningful 
purposes so as not to turn assignments 
into tasks that some students see no 
purpose in. 
  
We keep our modeling to a minimum, 
except during evaluation when we do 
model in order to demonstrate how we 
draft and revise our own understanding 
of ourselves, not just of a text. 
 
 

     Adapted from What Readers Really Do: Teaching the Process of Meaning Making  
         © Vicki Vinton and Dorothy Barnhouse, Heinemann (2012) 
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Rethinking How We Teach Reading #6 
What We Used to Do . . . What We Do Now . . . 

 
We used to teach theme as a single 
abstract word, such as love, friendship, 
bravery, death, that the text seemed 
mostly “about.” 
 
We used to ask students to identify the 
theme or message of a text once they 
finished a text. 
 
 
We used to use a variety of strategies to 
help students access a text’s theme, such 
as thinking about what a character learned 
or looking at problem and solution. 
 
 
We used to think of the author’s purpose 
in terms of genre—i.e., were they trying 
to entertain us with a narrative, inform us 
through nonfiction, or persuade us 
through an essay. 
 

 
We now teach students to consider what 
an author might be saying about those 
single words, thinking about theme as 
“What about what it’s about?” 
 
We now teach students that themes 
emerge through a conversation we have 
with the author that begins on the very 
first page. 
 
We now trust that students will construct 
thematic understandings if we teach them 
to stick close to the details and the 
patterns in the text, ask why and how 
questions, and draft and revise their ideas 
 
We now think of the author’s purpose as 
connected to whatever universals the 
author may be exploring through the 
particulars of the story.  
 

 

Adapted from What Readers Really Do: Teaching the Process of Meaning Making 
© Vicki Vinton and Dorothy Barnhouse, Heinemann (2012) 
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Making It Work: Some Practical Tips for Implementation 

Making Sure Our Tools Serve Our Larger Purposes: Some Thoughts on Charting 
 
Our KNOW/WONDER chart is an incredibly useful tool for making the process of 
meaning making visible, but as with any strategy or scaffold we give our students, we 
want be careful that our means don’t become our end. Here we want to ensure that our 
desire to make the thinking work of reading visible through the use of a chart doesn’t 
overly interfere with the need to provide students with the rich, engaging reading 
experience that will produce and inspire that thinking. Put another way, we want to 
always make sure we are charting to read, not reading to chart. And to that end, we do 
the following: 
 
• We slow the process down in the very beginning to give students a chance to 
actually experience the work that readers do—in this case how readers revise their 
understanding of a text as they pick up the textual clues that will help clarify their 
confusion. Once the class has experienced that first hand, we read for longer stretches of 
time so students can become more immersed in the story without so many interruptions. 
 
• Over time, we also chart less and have students talk more, doing the work we 
initially made visible through the chart orally, rather than in writing, and adding to the 
chart only when a student has made an insightful comment, said something we could use 
in a future lesson, or when we want to boost a student’s confidence by honoring their 
thinking. 
 
• We ask students to keep their own charts in their reading notebooks, either for 
homework or at the end of the period, and give them the opportunity to share out before 
or after the read- aloud. 
 
• We chart more in the beginning of the year, when we’re first introducing this 
thinking, than we do as the school year goes on and students are more familiar with the 
work we have been noticing and naming with them. We return to the scaffold of the 
chart, however, when applying and transferring the thinking to different genres or to 
more difficult texts. 

 
Adapted from What Readers Really Do: Teaching the Process of Meaning Making  

© Vicki Vinton and Dorothy Barnhouse, Heinemann (2012) 
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Making It Work: Some Practical Tips for Implementation 
 

Harnessing the Power of Small-Group and Partner Talk 
As we shift our focus to meaning making, we regularly ask students to turn and talk as a way of 
ensuring that everyone tries on the thinking work. Asking students to turn and talk also gives us 
an opportunity to informally assess what students are doing with our instruction as we circulate 
among groups and partners to listen. Of course, though, talk sometimes requires scaffolding so 
here’s some pointers to get you and your students going. 
 
• We carefully consider how to pair and group students. Creating productive small 
groups and partnerships is an art more than a science, and you may have to experiment with 
different combinations before you find a partner or group that works for every student. Some-
times friends can work together; other times they can’t. Often homogenous groups work well, 
though pairing heterogeneously—say, a quiet but confident reader with an outgoing struggling 
one—often creates win-win situations. Additionally, we move students around over the course  
of a year so that every student has the opportunity to both support and be supported by other 
students—i.e., to be both a leader and a learner.  
 
• We create a classroom culture that values questions and flexible thinking over 
answers. Unfortunately, the current educational climate often emphasizes answers over 
questions, which has left many students reluctant to speak unless they’re sure they’ve got the 
“right” answer. To counter that, we try to applaud students who say “maybe” and ask questions, 
while also acknowledging that confusion is an inevitable part of reading—in fact, it is where 
understanding begins.  
 
• We help students see how talk can be used to generate and deepen thinking. As 
teachers, we know that talk serves two main functions: We talk to explain or demonstrate what 
we’ve already come to understand and we talk to explore and develop understanding. Many 
students, however, have had far less experience in the latter kind of talk. To help them see that 

—and feel the power in the adage “Two heads are better than one”—we rely once again on 
noticing and naming what they did and what they were able to achieve by trading and consider-
ing each other’s ideas in a way that actually grows and deepens thinking.  
 
• We hold students accountable for their talk by asking them to write and reflect. 
While we try to regularly touch base with groups or partnerships to offer any needed support  
and formatively assess the talk, we also ask students to periodically write a one- or two-sentence 
summary of their talk in their reading notebooks or on sticky notes, which we add to our class 
charts. This not only gives us an additional assessment window but lets the students see the 
diversity of thinking within the community of readers in the room.  

Adapted from What Readers Really Do: Teaching the Process of Meaning Making  
© Vicki Vinton and Dorothy Barnhouse, Heinemann (2012) 
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Making It Work: Some Practical Tips for Implementation 
 

Helping Students Track Patterns 
As we move from the beginning to the middle of a book, our charts evolve as well. 
Our WHAT WE KNOW column becomes PATTERNS WE NOTICE and the 
WONDER column becomes WHAT WE THINK IT MEANS 
 

• We often keep track of one pattern as a class to serve as the model for 
what we want students to do on their own.  
 

• We also ask students to keep track of their own patterns in their reading 
notebooks, giving them time to do this in class or for homework.  

 
• You can do some differentiation in your class. At some point many 

patterns converge but we know that it may be enough for some students to 
only track one pattern at a time. Others might be able to concurrently track 
multiple patterns. 

 
• Having class sets of the read-aloud book is helpful during these lessons but 

not necessary. Other possibilities include: 
 

o Sharing a few copies of the text, alternating days when students have 
access to the text to look back at patterns they are exploring  

o Modeling this work in a read-aloud and having students apply it in 
book clubs, with book partners, or in their independent reading 

o Projecting the text on a document camera 
 

• We recommend judicious use of sticky notes, perhaps using them to help 
students mark the pages where a pattern has been found or starts to change, 
and then noting the page numbers and the sentence they noticed in their 
reading notebooks.  
 

• We also recommend judicious use of writing time. Mostly we want 
students to be reading and thinking, not copying, so we are mindful with 
these charts lest the tool becomes a task. 

 
Adapted from What Readers Really Do: Teaching the Process of Meaning Making 

© Vicki Vinton and Dorothy Barnhouse, Heinemann (2012) 
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Examples of Teacher & Student Co-Created Charts that Name the Thinking 
Students Have Done to Build Understanding 

(Each bullet point can be converted to a teaching point if prefaced by the word “Readers”) 
 

Digging Deeper into Texts: 
Strategies We Use to Think About Our Wonderings and Develop Hunches 

  
•   Look closely at our wonderings for unanswered questions. 
 
•   See if a wondering could be connected to something we already know, to another 

wondering or to the title. 
 
•   See if those connections give us hunches about the answer to any of our wonderings.  
 
•   Keep an open mind as we read on, looking for new details or clues to add to our 

thinking. 
 
•   Be prepared to revise our hunches as we get new information, because that’s what 

readers do. 
Digging Deeper into Texts: 

Strategies We Use to Consider What the Author Might Be Exploring 
 

• Notice patterns (such as: characters always doing, thinking, or feeling the same thing or 
details or phrases that get repeated). 

 
• Think about how those patterns might be connected to other patterns. 
 
• Track the patterns to see if any of them are changing. 
 
• Ask why questions about those patterns and develop hunches and maybe statements to 

answer our questions. 
 
• Talk with each other to continue to develop and/or revise our understandings.  
 
• Think about whether anything else in the book doesn’t fit our ideas 
 
• Continue to talk and revise and refine our understandings. 
 
• Based on our understandings, we zoom out from the story to the world to consider what 

the author might be trying to show us about people and life through the text. 
Adapted from What Readers Really Do: Teaching the Process of Meaning Making © Vicki Vinton and Dorothy Barnhouse, 
Heinemann (2012) 
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Examples of Teacher & Student Co-Created Charts that Name the Thinking 
Students Have Done to Evaluate a Text 

 

Digging Deeper into Texts: 
Strategies We Use to Consider What a Text Means to Us 

 
• Think about whether or not—and why—we’d do the same thing that a 

character did. What does that say about who we are and how we view 
the world? 

 
• Consider whether anything in the text made us think about doing 

something different in our own life. 
 

• Think about what a single line might have to say about our own life. 
 

• Think about whether the text expressed something that we’d felt but 
never been able to put into words or completely understand before. 

 
• Consider whether the text made us see our own life in a new light. 

 
• Think about whether the text made us see other people or the world in 

a new light. 
 

 Adapted from What Readers Really Do: Teaching the Process of Meaning Making 
                         © Vicki Vinton and Dorothy Barnhouse, Heinemann (2012) 
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Inspirational Quotes 
 

“For some of us, books are as important as almost anything else on earth. What a miracle 
it is that out of these small, flat, rigid squares of paper unfolds world after world after 
world, worlds that sing to you, comfort and quiet or excite you. Books help us understand 
who we are and how we are to behave. They show us what community and friendship 
mean; they show us how to live and die . . . My gratitude for good writing is unbounded; 
I’m grateful for it the way I’m grateful for the ocean. Aren’t you? I ask.”  

   Anne Lamott from Bird by Bird 
 
“Critical thinking is a desire to seek, patience to doubt, fondness to meditate, slowness to 
assert, readiness to consider, carefulness to dispose and set in order, and hatred for every 
kind of imposture.” 

Francis Bacon 
 

“All there is to thinking is seeing something noticeable which makes you see something 
you weren’t noticing which makes you see something that isn’t even visible.” 

Norman Maclean from A River Runs Through It 
 
“Expertise, as the formula goes, requires going from unconscious incompetence to 
conscious incompetence to conscious competence and finally to unconscious 
competence.  

Atul Gawande from “Personal Best” The New Yorker  
 
 
“Critical thinking is effective in that it avoids common pitfalls, such as seeing only one 
side of an issue, discounting new evidence that disconfirms you ideas, reasoning from 
passion, failing to support statements with evidence, and so on. Critical thinking is novel 
in that you don’t simply remember a solution or a situation that is similar enough to guide 
you . . . Critical thinking is self-directed in that the thinking must be calling the shots: We 
wouldn’t give a student much credit for critical thinking if the teacher were prompting 
each step he took.” 

Daniel Willingham from “Critical Thinking: Why Is It So Hard to Teach?” 
 
“If you’re not confused, you’re not paying attention.” 

Tom Peters from Thriving on Chaos 
 

 
 


